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There was a man Japkini who made a canoe that was large and deep, that would be sufficient for many people
to ride in. He then hunted together the people who wanted to go along with him; everyone who wanted to go
along with him. He then called together the crew of the vessel, for he wanted to go forth and hunt for Kitoroilan
Tapuaijo.\fn{Eaves-of-Heaven Tapuaijo: the place where the Ponapeans thought the underside of heaven came down to earth—hence its
name} He therefore called together the crew of the vessel.
Here are the names of the people of the canoe. Those who went along with it, all of them, men and women.
They are the ones whose names have become names of the parts of the canoe at present.
Names of the men

Names of the women

1. Japkini
2. Jaupeleti\fn{Master of Hewing Down}

1. Lijapikini\fn{Woman Turning Over}
2. Lipalikini [Woman Hewing …]
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3. Jaupelata\fn{Master of Hewing Up}
4. Nipalatakenlan [ … of Heaven]
5. Perenu
6. Lanperen
7. Jutakono [Mast of the Waves?]

3. Litorkini [Woman Weaving …]
4. Lipuektakalan\fn{Woman Raising Up Of Heaven}
5. Limuetu [Woman …]
6. Lienkatautik\fn{Woman of Little Rain}
7. Lieulele\fn{Woman of Clear Weather}
8. Lioramanpuel [Woman … Earth]
9. Lijaramanpuel [Woman … Earth]

Now, the woman named Lipalikini was the one who hewed out the hollow of the canoe, while Lijapikini was
the one who carved the designs of the canoe, along with the outrigger of the canoe, and Litorkini was the one who
wove the sail for the canoe, and made fibre from the outer layers of the trunk of banana trees, making thread from
this, and then weaving it into a sail for them. This was the sail that was named Ienjamat [Belly of Jamat]. The real
name of sails is Ii (meaning something to move the canoe about). The mast is termed Jutakono and was the thing
that stood up and supported the sail.
Japkini decided that if the canoe kept going on and on, it should really discover land. They thought that the sky
was like a house that had eaves, for they saw how the sky came down to the surface of the sea. Supposedly if
people went past it and got outside of it they would find that there was a land there.
They started out and sailed forth. When they raised their sail, its brightness flashed and calmed the sea. A calm
descended and spread out. The man called two women, whose names were Lienkatautik and Lieulele to come up
and secure wind for the sail. They then came travelling on in this direction, for they believed that they would find
some good land for themselves.
They came on and met an octopus in the middle of the sea. They greeted it humbly and the octopus asked their
identities saying,
“Who are you people in this canoe?” The man replied,
“I am Japkini, who is looking about for land, and now I would like you to teach me things, for I do not know
true and correct behavior.” The man also asked the octopus,
“What is your name, and where do you live?” The octopus replied,
“I am Litakika who lives on a submerged reef which extends from the West to the East.”
The man then begged of the octopus to be excused. They then set forth and raised their sail, travelling on and
on in this direction. As they came they discovered the reef which the octopus had told them about.
Now there was an exposed part on the reef, on which there was a little piece of coral. It was somewhat large. It
had no vegetation on it. This place was named Namueiaj,\fn{ Lagoon of Life} while the reef was named Ponnamueiaj,\fn{Above the Lagoon of Life} and they gave the piece of coral the name of Tierenjap\fn{ Bit of Land} or
Tierenjau. \fn{Bit of Reef} They inspected it and supposedly it would be good for becoming land. Now the day
when they reached that place, the canoe spanned the bit of coral; that is, the little bit of land came between the
body of the canoe and the outrigger float.
They then started their work of making land. They built up the land and spread it out so that it might make a
level place. Their work kept getting larger and larger. It is said that they called together all the stones for it from
far places.
Now the land could not be really good for the waves of the sea kept splashing it apart. They then called for
Katinanik to come and protect the land from the waves. However, this was not successful for the open sea was
close to the edge of the land. They then decided that if the land was within an enclosure it would probably be
satisfactory. They then called Katenenior\fn{ Stabiliser of the Shore} to come and surround the land. Now Katenenior
is the barrier reef and Katinanik is the mangrove.
The meaning of the mangrove was their surprise. When the mangrove seed first floated in with the tide and
then, when the tide went out and became shallow, the seed of the tree became planted, and it stood up and its roots
were established, and it began to be established on the reef. They were amazed at it and said,
“Aak!” This is why the tree is named Aak (mangrove).
Now this project was satisfactory, and the land became better, and all things were settled, and the work of two
women also turned out well. These were Lioramanpuel and Lijaramanpuel. The two of them dug up earth on to
the platform and it was improved. When the platform became large and formed a land they gave it the name of Pei
\fn{Stone Structure} and everything that was on top of this rock they called Ponpei.\fn{ I.e. Ponape: On the Stone
Structure}
They then wanted to return to their true land from which they had first come. Here is how their vessel was at
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that time. They had a vessel that had only one mast with three sails on it. As for their provisions and such things,
they prepared a small place on the canoe, which was suitable for some soil from the land to be put there, so they
could plant some food plants that would grow and bear during their long stay at sea. In this kind of work, those
who had migrated from the foreign place brought much earth. They then decided that one of them should stay and
guard the land, so Limuetu and her husband stayed and watched over the land, while all the others accompanying
the canoe returned to their home.
But Limuetu remained and guarded the land. She then became pregnant and bore children. She bore son and
daughter. They multiplied in the land, and the land became populous, but they were more ignorant than those who
came and started the land for when they had come they had clothes and changes of clothing. But, after they had
stayed there awhile they became naked, for they had nothing with which to make their clothes.
Now the woman and her children kept endeavouring to do their work. Moreover they did not have much food,
or good food. Such fruit as Morinda and the like quickly sprouted forth from the earth. Also the dry land taro. It
was foods such as these that first appeared in this land.
*
Later another voyage arrived. The captain of the canoe was a man named Konopuel, and his wife was
Likarepuel. This couple also helped the work of the land, and scooped up earth into the stone structure. Now they
had no houses to reside in. For a long time they used to live under rocks.
*
Later four men also arrived at Ponape. Their names were Pakilap, Pakitik, Jolap and Jotik. These men came
from a place named Imuinkatau.\fn{The Extremity of Katau} Now they came and found that the land was good and it
also had inhabitants, but they had no houses, so they began to make houses. Now these houses were like houses,
but they had nothing to make thatch with, for there was not yet much vegetation which had grown from the land.
Here are those which first grew out of the earth: first grass and certain small plants, and the trees Nin and Ueipul.
The kinds which the people of olden times could eat were Polynesian arrowroot, wild yams, dry land taro, giant
swamp taro, true taro, and so forth, from the earth.
*
Later a man named Meteriap came. He was the one who propagated the ivory nut palm and provided thatch for
the houses with it, and this was the beginning of houses in the land.
And they named this structure Ponape. The meaning of this is that they made the land on the reef platform.
*
Now the canoe, which the women had originally accompanied hither, came back again to investigate the
condition of the land, and whether the woman was living well or not. They came and found that her residence was
successful and that she had populated the land, and they urged her to accompany them and return to her true
home. But the woman did not want to do so for she was sorry for her children, and her children also were not used
to the others. The canoe therefore returned.
The land then had inhabitants and these increased somewhat. They made clothes out of leaves of trees which
they would string together, for they had not yet found things for making their clothing.
After their mother was no longer with them, they were exceedingly stupid, for their mother Limuetu became a
blind woman and very decrepit but she did not die. She was transformed and changed into a small creature which
flies about in the air to this day. This is what started the term which we call Tipuinman,\fn{ Creature Clan} for this
was when the woman’s clan separated from those who immigrated, who were named Jaun Air\fn{ Masters of the
South} and when the inhabitants of the land multiplied and became numerous, their habitations also improved, for
they had houses and the like.
And their food supply also became greater. The woman gave birth and the land kept getting bigger all the time.
During the generations of people from the women, their mother, to the present, a very long time indeed has
passed.
*
Now, the place where they first resided was called Nanmair, meaning in the middle of Ponape. As for their
habitations, they did not live together in a single place. This is why they were not acquainted with each other, and
they were not on good terms with each other, but were only considerate of those to whom they were really related.
They also ate raw food all the time, for they did not yet have fire, for they did not know how to make fire, and the
people of the land became a little more numerous for the women gave birth, and the mutations of the people of
that time gave rise to two kinds.
*
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When people became different from each other and formed two kinds, one of the kinds was named Arem\fn
{Humans} and the other kind was called Liat\fn{Cannibals. A belief in the presence of cannibals on Ponape in early times appears
to be general on the island where they are regarded as mutants, of ferocious appearance and temperament, who were sometimes born to
normal parents}

This kind originated from among the women. The beginning of the differing of this kind from people
originated from small children. When some girls were born they were very frightful for their faces were bad, their
skin was also bad, for in the front of their mouths they had two long teeth, and when they got big their nails were
also long, for they did not trim their nails, their finger nails and their toenails. They were also wild, unclean, crazy,
lazy, did not like to work, would go about idly hunting for something to eat.
These were the people that ate the flesh of animals and the flesh of people. They were very cruel. There was no
love in them. One of them might kill her father or her mother, or her sibling or child and devour it. They were also
thieves. This is why they were wandering about eating raw food all the time. They also multiplied in Ponape, but
the other kind always exterminated them.
The human kind was better than the other. They were good. Their skin was good; they were clean, fine
looking, and somewhat intelligent. Their thoughts were correct. They also liked to do their own work. They also
had love for each other and were kind to other humans. This time was, therefore, better than before. Their houses
were a little better. They had begun to make clothes from the bark of trees and such things. With the bark of the
hibiscus tree they made their Paian.\fn{ A small pancho, which covered the shoulders and part of the chest } This was their
clothes and their things for sleeping in. They could also wear it in the rain, if there was rain. The hair of their head
was long. They did not cut it, but they would tie it up together. This bun was named Muelimuel.\fn{ This is the
chignon, reported as a way of wearing the hair on most of the Caroline Islands }
*
Ponape became larger and rose higher out of the sea and also stood out, and at that time a man arrived in
Ponape whose name was Mejia. This was the man who started making fire, making it in dry pieces of wood. Now
began food which was cooked. They said Inerii, meaning “cook”. They would speak of “cooking their food”.
Here is how their tools for work were at that time. These kinds of tools were not too good for heavy work for
they were weak and small. They were not too good for it. One of them was the shell of the pearl oyster. They used
it for a tool to cut up breadfruit and the like, and dry land taro and swamp taro. They could also fight among
themselves with it. The second cutting too is from a lipuai clam, which they used for small work and also to
cultivate land, etc.
Later they also decided to make canoes and hunt shell-fish in the sea, with which they could make adzes and
they found some and made adzes which were called Kii. They could then use these for such work as they wished.
*
There is a land in Kataupaiti\fn{Downwind Katau} named Japani. This land is very great indeed and has many
people there. This is why the term Arem became changed so that we say Aramaj, because there were so many of
them. There was a woman in that land named Lienpuel.\fn{ Woman of Earth} She used to live in a place named
Beiro. At that place she gave birth to three children, two girls and a boy. The name of the elder girl was
Lijoumokaiap, while the other was named Lijoumokalan.
Now these women decided that they would get a canoe and look for land toward the east. So, the two of them
set forth. Lijoumokaiap took along as provisions some Underworld yams,\fn{ A very inferior type of yam, with a red skin
and white interior} and a stone named Stone of Jauar, while the other woman took as provisions a banana shoot for
planting. The two came and arrived at a beach named Nanilol. This is why they also called the stone, the Stone of
Ilol. The shore where they first arrived in Nanilol is in the section of Puaipuai.
The two settled in a place named Nanilol and set the rock down there, and planted there the yams and
propagated the short Underworld yam. Now, when the stone was set down in that place it made a great brightness
as when the light of the sun hits a mirror. It was like the light of another sun. It so appeared to people’s eyes that if
the sun shone on the rock it was like a mirror which was flashing, but the rock mirror was larger, this was why.
And, as the two were staying in Ponape, their brother came looking for them from Beiro, and his mother
recited over him the spell named Paian Jaurakim\fn{ Fortune of the Rakim Clan} to protect the boy as he was coming
so that he might not meet difficulties in his coming. Now when the woman began to recite the spell over the boy
she took the flower of the paddle grass and said a spell over it and gave it to the boy to wear in his ear. This was
the spell by which he was protected as he came hither, and this plant started in Puaipuai.
*
Lijoumokalan came back from Ponape and also took back with her a banana shoot. However, she stopped at
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Yap and resided there and planted her banana, stopped and propagated it there. This is why this kind of banana is
known as Yap banana to this day. Now, when this banana became established in Yap it was taller than all the other
bananas in Yap.
A man who lived in a place called Lonen Kiti\fn{ Canoe Supports of Kiti} used to look downwind toward the west
every evening when the sun would set. When the sun would shine on the Stone of Jauar its brightness would
reflect on all the lands down to Iappaiti.\fn{ Downwind Yap} The man saw that the banana was ripe and that all the
birds were flying there and eating it.
So the man sent two Jiok birds of two kinds, one a black bird and one a Jie. He took them up to a mountain,
one of the mountains of Palan named Tanaukuk, for this was the place that was higher than all other places in the
west of the mountains of Ponape. Now the birds came there and they gave them their names of Muanlaipeip and
Joulaipeip. These were the names which the man bestowed upon them. It was the Jiok that was named Joulaipeip
because it was lazy in flying about, but the Jie was Muanlaipeip meaning that it was clever in flying and would
provide a time for rest in its flying all the time. The two went to the mountain Tanaukuk and flew forth. Now the
lazy one was incapable and went and stopped some place, but the industrious one kept on flying until it reached
Yap, then went and joined the other birds of that land in eating the banana, and a seed of that banana stuck in its
feathers. It then came back again from Yap and now met the lazy one, and the two of them flew hither and
alighted in a place named Pakanut.
Now all of the Jiok birds flew and surrounded them and ate the bits of banana that were stuck on the beak of
Muanlaipeip, meaning “a flying man” who could fly at all times. Joulaipeip means “lazy in flying about”. So, this
is why the banana is called Yap banana to this day.
*
This time the land grew very much and the inhabitants were also a little better off than before. They also had
more food than before. This is why bananas and the like became more numerous than before. They were also able
to strip off the outer layers of the banana trunk and make thread from it and make strips of cloth, which the men
used as loin cloths. These loin cloths were known as Kijinmueinpalan. Another name for them was Lakjot,
meaning that they were very expensive. If one of them was sold somewhere it would cost everything. And they
also made a thing to wear on the head which they named Nin. This headband they would put on the head of a
person to bestow on them a title. The men would wear the head garlands, and only men would wear the loin cloth.
As for the meaning of loin cloth, the work of weaving caused this term, but the women used as clothes breadfruit
bark cloth.
The way they made their clothes, the clothes were made from breadfruit bark. They would cut down a length
of breadfruit, a span long or more. They would then remove the bad part of the skin and they would then make a
thing for pounding the breadfruit bark. They would take care lest it tear, and it would be spread apart and become
broad, and also become longer.
These were the women’s wrap-arounds and also their sheets at night. When they slept they were very good,
soft and warm. This kind of cloth was called breadfruit sheets because it was made from the breadfruit tree.
*
Now the land became larger and also higher and more populous, but they had no ruler. There were no nobles,
there were no states.\fn{At the time of the first intensive Western contact (c.1832), Ponape was divided into five independent petty
states, called wehi} The people became numerous but they had no ruler to rule them, and there were also some people
who propagated a bad variety of people, who were mutations of humans called cannibals. They were cruel. There
were many among them who would eat their siblings and would kill them and eat them, if they had an
opportunity.
Now people became numerous and multiplied in the interior of Ponape, and at that time there was a shore on
the southwest of Ponape named Jalapuk. Later the land rose and grew up and increased all the time. And there
were many kinds of good food which they found in the earth, and kinds of good fruit were also numerous. They
also ate the flesh of crawling animals, which crawled about on the earth, animals with four legs, and also some
kinds of birds which were good to eat.
They were also able to catch birds with breadfruit sap. They would spread it and smear it on the Nin or Aiau
trees in the evening around six o’clock, and in the morning around four or five o’clock was when the people
would go to collect the pigeon and starling and white-throated ground dove. These were kinds of birds that were
caught with breadfruit sap, but some kinds of birds that gave birth in large trees, that had places for laying eggs in
holes or nests, they would also catch and eat.
They also used to eat fish from the sea. All kinds of fish that were suitable for people to eat, large and small,
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and all kinds of shell fish, and sea creatures with soft skins, large and small. There were some under stones in the
sea. There were also some kinds of shellfish whose shell is as hard as rock. These they would also eat. There were
many kinds of these shellfish. Some were larger than others, and some at times crawled about in the sea, like
mangrove crabs and so forth. Also some are different from others. Some that they ate were larger than others.
\fn{Thus ends chapters 1-8. At this point the narrative is interupted by eight chapters of lists—137 different kinds of plants, vines, grasses
and trees native to the island when the author was born—and then resumes with more of the island’s history. I take up the tale again with
chapters 32-46, which seem to form a unit relatively independent of the remainder of the book, and which deal almost exclusively with
stories about individuals outstanding in the history of the island—respectively, Jatokauai, Lamuak, Taimuan, Jamanlo, Jau Areu, Luk,
Lipalapanlan & Lipaieret, Uarikitam, Uitannar, Jaom, Jau-majama Apual, Muajanpatol and Muajenlan. I have reproduced the entire section
as it appears before me, divided into 13 parts:H}

2
At this time in the reign of the Lords of Teleur, there was a woman who lived in a place in Nanmatol. The
place was named Peilapalap,\fn{The Great Stone Structure} She had a small boy whose name was Jatokauai. This boy
liked to go about in the sea all the time. He used to go about in the sea and fish here and there, instead of idly
visiting about.
One day the boy went fishing. He fished here and there and caught a fish that was very big, of the kind named
Ualiual.\fn{Yellow-fin tuna} This fish was caught in the place named Mueitenualiual\fn{ Reef-opening of the Yellow-fin
Tuna} The fish came and became stranded on the reef. The boy found it and took it from there. He then took the
fish to his mother and they ate it up. Afterward they hid the bones in the stone structure of Peilapalap, so that
people would not find them and bring the royal wrath upon them.
The dog of the First of the Land named Aunimatakai passed by there one day and smelled the scent of the fish
bones. He then took the fish bones to the Lord of Teleur. When the ruler saw the bones he was very wrathful, and
he questioned his courtiers as to who had eaten this large fish. Some replied that the boy Jatokauai and his mother
were the ones who had eaten the fish. The ruler then assigned the boy a task and told him to hunt up a malpur
shell for him. Now this task was truly difficult for the boy.\fn{ For the malpur was a legendary sea creature which nobdy had
ever seen}
Now Jatokauai and his mother set forth. They went to look here and there for medicine: medicine for walking
on the sea, medicine for having long breath under the water, medicine for flowing sea. The boy then instructed his
mother to wait for him, for he would return some day. The boy then went and began by diving down at
Auankap. \fn{Mouth of the Sea Bottom} He went on walking, going out into the dark sea, going on the flowing sea,
going on to the sinking sea, and finally finding the bright sea.
The man then went on until he reached the place of Itananjaralap. The fish then asked who he was and the boy
replied,
“I am a person to whom the Lord of Teleur has assigned a task, to go and find for him a little malpur shell. The
fish that I ate has brought upon me the royal wrath.” Then Itananjaralap replied,
“You should go on then to Itananjaritik, because I am getting old and blind and can do nothing for you.”
That fish then asked him what he wanted to do. The boy replied that the wrath of the Lord of Teleur was great
toward him. Itananjaritik asked whether he had come back from the other one [Itananjaralap] and he replied,
“Yes.” Then Itananjaritik gave it\fn{The malpur shell} to him, and said he would help him by retuming him to his
place, for he was far from Ponape; he might try to return, but could not reach Ponape.
So, when he got the malpur shell, he went into the mouth of the fish and stayed in its belly. The fish then
helped him and brought him back to Ponape. The fish then travelled on into Ponape until it came to Auankap. It
then came up and stranded itself on the reef, and was stuck fast and could no longer move.
The Lord of Teleur learned that a fish had come and stranded itself on the reef at Auankap. He therefore
deigned to send some people to report to him about the fish.
Now this report spread everywhere, including to the boy’s mother. The woman then recalled the boy’s
instructions, so she set forth, gathering together some little ornaments for the boy which she had prepared in
advance. She then went to see it.
Now on that day the people of the whole state of Teleur had a great gathering. The various Laiap priests and all
the holy men assembled and came to gaze at the fish. And when they got there the people scolded the woman.
saying that she should not approach the side of the fish and defile the fish, which was the royal food of the Lord
of Teleur. But some people said,
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“Don’t stop her and let us see where she goes.” So they let her go; and the spirit mediums became possessed,
saying that they had caught the fish as a royal meal for the Lord of Teleur and all his subjects to eat.
Now all returned to their gardens and prepared something that would be suitable, that they could prepare for
the fish. But the priests and some of the people stayed at the place where the fish was. When the woman who was
the mother of Jatokauai arrived there, the woman decided that her boy was in the belly of the fish, for so he had
instructed her before he left.
So the woman came and went straight to the head of the fish, and the crowd disliked this and scolded the
woman, saying that she should not approach and defile the royal food, this important fish that the gods had
brought. But the woman did not heed their scolding of her. She simply came up to the mouth of the fish, and when
she was near the fish’s mouth she struck the gill of the fish with her staff. And at this the fish opened its mouth. It
was at this time that Jatokauai, who had been in the belly of the fish, came forth quickly from inside the fish and
put on his ornaments and kicked the fish away, saying to it,
“Go forth and return to your home.”
So the fish left and the priests and the people were embarrassed that the fish had gone away. Jatokauai then set
forth, taking the malpur shell, and went to the Lord of Teleur at Pankatira, at the ruler’s seat. He then approached
and presented it to the Lord of Teleur. He then said to the ruler,
“Here is the little thing that your highness deigned to have me look for. Here, I have brought it.”
The ruler rejoiced indeed at this, for this was the first time he had acquired the shell of the malpur.
The man then left the ruler. And he called together all the members of his family. When they all came together,
he filled up his house with all of them, and then set fire to the house with all of them in it. He also died with them
on that day.
A little bit of the remainder of the malpur shell remains to this day. It is kept in the state of Kiti in Ononlan in
the Lipitan clan.
*
There was a man in Nanpaniepz by the name of Lamuak. Another of his names was Lauinpaniep. This man
was the first man to conduct agriculture in Ponape. He was, moreover, a man with magic powers. The man was
born in Nanpaniep. Later when he grew up and became a man he went to Palan. Afterwards he came back from
Palan and came upwind to Matolenim to look for good earth.
Now when he came up to Matolenim he uprooted a banana sucker of the variety that is named Inanpaniep. He
then came on to the japalap part of Matolenim, and he went to Janipan, to the chief called Lapanmor. He then
found that Janipan had very good earth for agriculture.
He then went to Lapanmor, for he was the ruler of the Mainland of Matolenim in the reign of the Lords of
Teleur. He then requested Lapanmor to let him make his residence in Janipan and to make gardens there. Here are
his tools for work: (1) Nanjuan, made with pelikenna. (2) Likinjuan, made with pelikenna. (3) Nantapananjuan,
one side sank. He then prepared a garden there. There were many food trees which grew up spontaneously in his
garden.
Now, the banana which he had brought from Paniep, he had planted in the garden, and it was this that grew up
most quickly and bore fruit. He therefore cut off the first stalk and baked it in a stone oven, as chiefs food for
Lapanmor.
Now the two of them crossed a stream in flood, it was a rainy day, and the man deceived Lapanmor and threw
the stalk in the flood, and the current carried it out and it washed up on the steps of Pankatira. The stalk was
brought to the Lord of Teleur. He became wrathful at this and inquired about to find out whose oven this banana
stalk had come from. They informed him that it was from the oven of Lapanmor and his companion.
This is why he assigned a task to Lapanmor. He ordered him to appear before him. The chief then scolded him,
and gave him the punishment of fetching a feather of the Tiripeijo bird, from abroad. This was the second difficult
errand on which the Lord of Teleur sent a subject of his.
So Lapan returned to his home in Janipan and prepared for this expedition, and hunted for people who could
go along on the voyage, and also for a canoe, and also equipment for the canoe. The equipment for the canoe was
made ready and then the canoe was launched at the first landing and the second landing, for Lapan had two
landing places. The names of these two landing places were Jakarejet\fn{ The Sea Landing} and Jakaramor.\fn{The
Land Landing}
The canoe then set forth. One of the crew of the canoe hid away from the voyage. As they went out toward the
open sea, a mud-skipper leaped up upon the canoe and went along with it. Its place was the boom-end supports. A
mud-crab also got on the side of the canoe, while a cockroach also boarded the canoe, and a basket also went
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along with the canoe, a Kusaie basket, which was an eel basket. It is this that is named Kemeui.
Now at that time it was difficult for people to catch birds and the like quickly.
Now the canoe set forth out into the open sea. They went on and on until they reached a land where there were
certain birds, whose feathers were very beautiful. There were no bird feathers of this sort in Ponape. Now they
arrived at the land and they had nothing to make it easy for them to get the bird’s feathers.
Here is what happened to them when they landed on this land. The cockroach got off the canoe with them, and
they also carried the basket off with them. They then went inland to the place where the bird was staying. They
found the birds flying about in the trees, in the cultivated land, on up to the forest. They then went and gathered
under a tree, in which was the bird. And they sat together there and waited for a feather to fall from the bird so
that they might bring it to the Lord of Teleur.
Now it was a long time that they waited for a feather of the bird to fall down to them, so they agreed that they
would climb up to the bird and remove a feather from it. Now, when some of them would climb after the bird,
they would fly apart, so the cockroach said,
“The basket and I will do it instead.”
So the cockroach climbed up toward where the bird was. He climbed stealthily up to the place where the bird
was staying. He stealthily ascended until he was close. When he found that the bird was sleeping very soundly
indeed, he then stealthily climbed up on the head of the bird. This made the bird itch and scratch its head until the
beautiful feather fell from the head of the bird, and the feather fell straight down into the basket, Kemeui.
Now the cockroach climbed down from the tree and they set forth. When they got to the shore they boarded the
canoe and set forth on their way back to Ponape to their high ruler the Lord of Teleur at Pankatira. The Lord of
Teleur felt better and felt that Lapanmor was his trustworthy subject.
Now this task was the beginning of the nobles saying things to their people because of their anger at their
subjects and it gave rise to an important phrase which has a meaning, Kauat, meaning something which is difficult
for a person to do, but it is assigned to a person to do, and he is then able to do it. This is what a Kauat is. This
assignment constituted the beginning of their imposition of difficult tasks on a person to do something, from this
happening to the present day.
*
There was once a man named Taimuan; he used to live in a place named Namalek\fn{ The Place of Chickens} in
Nanjokala. That man was indeed magically powerful at that time.
This man had a rock shelter for his dwelling place. His sister also, a woman named Litapinmalekelek, lived
with him under the rock shelter.
The man used to hear stories that there was a beautiful daughter of the Lord of Teleur, and he used to crave her;
he wanted to eat a bit of flesh of that girl, for he supposed it would be delicious to eat because she had good food
every day. He therefore decided to go and lure her away and eat her up. That man was full of wicked slyness. One
day he prepared to go to Letau in Matolenim to go along out with them to the Lord of Teleur’s place at Pankatira.
So they set forth and he rode in a separate canoe alone. As he went along he kept stopping at the points of the
mangrove swamp, leaving behind there his bad defects; these were his old man’s appearance and the like—white
hair, swollen legs, swollen testicles, sagging eyelids, and so forth.
So Taimuan turned into a fine youth before he arrived at Pankatira. There was no one equal to him in the party
bringing the royal food offering; he had a finer stride and build than all of them. This is why when they got there,
the Lord of Teleur’s royal daughter caught sight of him and conceived a liking for him, for the girl was surprised
at how fine this man was whom she had now seen for the first time.
So the girl became infatuated with the man and wanted to marry him. And she informed her father the Lord of
Teleur that she craved one of the men who had appeared.
So her father the Lord of Teleur stood up over the crowd and gazed about over them and discovered the
handsome man. He then spoke to him:
“Man, you remain with my daughter as her husband.”
This girl was named Kijinintamau.\fn{ Bit Of Good Blood} She was a person who had a good and proper origin
from a good family who were happy and ate well and whose surroundings were clean, etc., so they were good
looking and had fine skin and the like.
When Taimuan heard these words he rejoiced at them. He then settled there and the two were married and
lived on Pankatira at the place of their father, the Lord of Teleur.
One day the man told the woman to ask their father to let them visit his land for a while. The man then went
and launched a canoe for them to travel in. They went along until they came to a point of the mangrove swamp,
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and the two stopped and got one of his defects—maybe his droopy eyelids or his swollen legs—going on and
stopping at all the points of mangrove one by one until he had acquired all his repulsive defects again.
When they would stop to pick up one of the repulsive defects the girl would cry to see these things happening.
And the girl no longer felt good, for she had discovered that this was a demon who had deceived her.
Now when the two got to the shore of the man’s land, the man got out of the canoe and took the canoe and put
the woman, still in the canoe, on his shoulders and carried her up to his rock shelter. He then said,
“House, open up, open!” And he set the canoe down inside the cave with the woman still on it, and then he
said further,
“House, close down, close!” And the rock again descended to the ground. He then went and climbed up on a
high peak and called out in a loud voice, saying,
“Demons of the mountain, demons of the mountain! Quick, come together for a little something good to eat!”
When the demons heard this cry they all came together on the peak. He then showed off to them. Here is what
he did: he would stretch forth his hand to the demons and say,
“Smell my hand; it smells tasty!”
Now while the demons were making an uproar in their joy, there was a woman named Litapinmalekelek; this
woman was Taimuan’s sister. Litapinrnalekelek’s business was to take care of the house of her brother, Taimuan.
Now Litapinmalekelek passed by the rock shelter and heard the sound of Kijinintamau crying, floating forth from
under the rock, and she asked,
“Who are you, person in this dwelling?” The woman replied,
“It is I.”\fn{Ponapeans when asked who they are commonly reply, “It is I,” without giving their names } She then said,
“What are you doing here? Do you know that this is a demon’s house? Come out and run away!” The woman
replied,
“I can’t get out.” The other replied,
“Burrow out toward me and I will burrow in toward you; transform yourself into a little ant and come out.”
So they burrowed toward each other until there was a hole through the rock, and the woman transformed
herself into a small ant and came out from under the rock. Litapinmalekelek then told the other to run away
quickly. Litapinmalekelek said to her,
“As you run along be careful you don’t pass any plant without greeting it politely.”
So the woman ran along greeting all the plants as she went, the big trees and the small plants. But then she
went and urinated on the shrub Kampanial and left it and went on.
When Taimuan returned from calling the demons together all the demons assembled before him, and they
surrounded the rock shelter underneath which was the woman. Taimuan then said in a loud voice,
“House, open up, open!”
The house opened up and there was absolutely no one there inside. He was vexed at this, and ran to his sister
and questioned her. The woman replied that she did not know where she had gone.
The man flew into a rage and insulted his sister obscenely. And when the woman heard the man’s words she
burst into tears because of them. The man then ran after that woman. He did not pass a single plant without asking
it about the woman—the big trees and the small plants. And eventually he asked the shrub Kampanial, and it said
to him that she had come and urinated on it and run on.
Taimuan then chased her all the harder. He ran along and met two little worms playing in the path. Their names
were Likitikitpaj and Lirokorokpaj. He asked them if they had not seen a person in the path. They replied,
“Face that way, face this way, then pull your lower eyelids down and we’ll tell you exactly.”
He then obeyed them, and faced away and faced back, and pulled down his lower eyelids, and those creatures
threw ashes in the man’s eyes. The man’s eyes were filled with dirt and he could no longer see anything. The
creatures further told him to go put his face under a trickle of water to clean out his eyes. He obeyed them and
went and turned his face up under the trickle. The trickle poured into his eyes, but the little creatures went up to
the source of the trickle and dirtied the water. Mud then came along down into the man’s eyes and blinded him so
he died.
So Taimuan died and came to an end. And Taimuan’s insult to his sister is what started the proverbial phrase
“Insult of Jokala”.
*
Yap is a land which is to the west of Ponape, where the sun sinks. There was a mangrove crab in Yap named
Lijariap\fn{Woman Departing from Yap} who emigrated in this direction from Yap, coming along by the different
lands. On arriving at Ngatik they named her Lipeinatik.\fn{ Woman Floating to Ngatik} She then came up to Ant, and
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she came up on the land at Ant and would wander about the land. They then gave her the name of Litautaulik.\fn
{Woman Passing along the Exterior} She then resided there for a while, and then further left there, coming to the
downwind side of the island Kepara. They then next gave her the name of Lipeipanjap.\fn{ Woman Floating Downwind
of the Land} She then passed by Kepara and swam upwind to Na. She then went and resided off Na. They then
further gave her the name of Lipapana. She then came up on the land at Na and resided there for awhile. They
then further gave her the name of Liuerna.
She then went on to Likop, and resided there for a while and stayed there. They then further gave her the name
of Liaunkapintal.\fn{Watchwoman of the Bottom of the Cup} She stayed there for a while and then further set forth,
going down the line of sections until she arrived at Uanikpaiti.\fn{ Downwind Uanik} She then went and resided at
the mouth of Jokala Channel.
Now all the people of Ponape assembled there to gaze at the mangrove crab, and they fought among each
other. There were many who were wounded there.
A boy from the state of Kiti, one of the survivors of the people of Uone, whose name was Jamanlo or Peianata,
was under the pile of casualties that day. He went out seaward with the tide until he got outside the reef. Ilake in
the form of a freshwater eel appeared to him, and carried him to the land of Uone and bestowed upon him the title
of Jaumatonponta. This title is the same to the present day.\fn{ Ilake is the ancestral spirit of the subclan of the Creature Clan
known as Liajanpal, whose history is related later in chapters 60.12-13 and 84.7-10. She was the central goddess of a special cult which
existed in Vone, where her chief priest was the Jaumatonponta, the title that she gives to the boy in this story }

*
There was a man in the state of Matolenim in Animuan in the section of Areu, who had the title of Jau
Areu.\fn{Master of Areu} He was a master fisherman. His work was to fish here and there. Everyday he would set
his fish traps about in the sea.
One day he went to go fishing and pull up his fish traps. He left instructions with his small boy to make a stone
oven full of food for them to eat, along with the fish.
He therefore set forth and went fishing. He went and paddled to the place where he had set his fish traps, and
when he got there he dived down in order to see if he had some fish or not. And when he got to the fish traps a
demon had transformed itself and become like a freshwater eel and was in the fish trap.
Now the demon devoured the man and took instead the appearance of the man; and took the canoe and
boarded it and retumed to the small boy, and carried part of the intestines of the man, and took them to the boy. He
then said to the boy that he should prepare some fish viscera for him to eat, left over from his meal in the sea.
But the boy did not know that the eel had come to trick him, for the demon had the appearance of the man, and
the child believed that it was his father and he did not know that it was a demon, so the boy took the fish viscera
and put them in the oven. But the demon went and lay down on the feast house platform, and he kept asking,
“Are they cooked?” And the boy replied
“Not yet!” But a pair of tongs which were in the thatch said to the boy,
“You know that that is a demon who has devoured your father, and who has changed into the shape of your
father, and that that, moreover, is the intestines of your father.” The boy replied
“What can I do to escape from this demon?” The tongs said,
“Run away quickly, and I will take your place and reply for you.”
So the boy ran away. While he was running on Kinakap Ridge and had finally got away, he\fn{ The demon}
asked again, “Is it cooked yet?”, and the tongs replied, “Not yet!”
Now the demon did not know that the boy had just run away. He then asked the same question as before. He
then got up and looked at the oven, and there was not a single person beside the oven.
The demon then ran up and devoured the length of intestine from the stone oven and went on away from it and
sniffed at one path, and there was no scent, and so he sniffed at another path and found the scent there. Now at
this time the boy was very far indeed.
The demon no longer knew where the boy was so he transformed himself, becoming a large freshwater eel,
huge and very long. Now the eel stood up and looked around to see where the boy was running so that he would
be able to chase him and catch him and eat him up. But he did not overtake him for the boy was too fast.
The eel rose and stood up, towering over all the trees, and looked about everywhere. He discovered him
running in the forest of Kinakap, so he crawled along the ground, trying his hardest to chase the boy, until he was
about to catch him. The boy ran swiftly and the eel likewise ran swiftly. The boy looked back and hey! the eel was
close. The two went on in the chase until they came to Japalap. The boy was running ahead.
Now when the boy got to Japalap he met a man who was pounding coconut husk fibre in the Letau river. The
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man’s name was Jau-kior. He therefore greeted the man humbly. The man asked the boy,
“Why are you running?” And he replied,
“Because an eel is about to eat me up!” Then the man replied,
“Keep on going straight ahead. I’ll take care of him if he appears.”
Then later the eel appeared. Now before he appeared, the man had been pounding coconut husk fibre, and had
been putting the remnants from the fibre downstream, blocking it off, causing it to become a deep stretch of water.
The eel appeared and greeted the man and asked him if there was no person who had come near him, and the man
replied,
“Yes, a little boy, but he has left.”
The eel then said to the man to get out of his way a moment for he was late and he might not catch the boy.
The man said that he should go downstream, for the upper part was deep, so the eel did so and went downstream,
and the eel trusted him, for he saw that the lower part was dry.
The eel started to cross downstream, but the man took advantage of this, and kicked apart the bottom\fn{ That is,
the dam} of the stretch of water. The water then flowed forth and washed away the eel. He went along with the
current of the water, floating out to Nanmatolenim, in a place named Poroj. He then settled in that place. He then
used to tear coconuts and tie them together in pairs. This is what gave rise to the expression “tied coconuts of
Poroj”.
One day the eel lined them\fn{ The pairs of coconuts} all up and crawled between them, riding on them, and
floated out downwind to Japarairai.\fn{ Long Land} He then went and resided at a place named Pontip, but he was
homesick for Areu, in Matolenim. He therefore gave the place the name of Areu. He then resided in the pool of
water named Areu in Ant, and his descendants are there to this day. The eel has the title of Master of Areu to this
day.
*
There was a man in the interior of Ponape. This man ruled the interior of Ponape and served the Lord of
Teleur.\fn{This is the story of the god Luk; but he is introduced much later in the story:H }
At that time there was a woman who had three daughters. The eldest among them was named Ilakenpeilapalap,
\fn{Ilake of the Great Stone Structure} while the middle one was named Ilakentanimuek and also had the name of
Liauntanimuek, while the youngest of them was named Ilakenmair.\fn{ Ilake of the Interior}
Ilakenpeilapalap lived in Nanmatol, in a place named Peilapalap. Ilakentanimuek stayed in the state of Kiti in
the section of Puaja, Upper Anipein; while Ilakenmair stayed in the hinterland of Ponape at the place of the great
lieutenant who ruled the interior, Kirau Mair.\fn{Keeper of the Interior} It was he who had this woman as his queen.
This man was a gardener, an industrious man. He had male workers. Here are his male workers to whom he
gave names or titles: Jaumaka\fn{ Master of the Banana Plantation}—in charge of the group for planting bananas;
Jaumakanmair.\fn{Master of the Banana Plantations of the Interior}
Kirau Mair married Ilakenmair as his queen. The woman bore children unto him, bearing a daughter named
Lipuilinmair.\fn{Woman Originating from the Interior} At the time when Kirau Mair made a plantation of bananas of the
kind of banana known as Karat, all banana plantations were named maka. The title of the man in charge of the
work was Jaumaka. Kirau Mair was the high ruler of all the interior of Ponape; accordingly Kirau Mair’s banana
plantations were greater than all the other banana plantations in Ponape.
When the bananas bore fruit and became ripe, some of them would ripen spontaneously on the banana trees,
and birds would assemble and eat them. Birds came from Ponape and also from all the islands outside of Ponape,
down as far as Yap and the like. They would swoop about in the joy of eating the bananas every day.
Now Kirau Mair’s agricultural workers used to cut bananas and they would be surprised at how some bananas
had the marks of the beaks of birds on them, but others not, for some bananas were whole but with no content, for
flying people used to come with the birds and join in eating the banana plantations.
They went and hid and discovered that two people were coming along with the birds. So they went to notify
Kirau Mair. The man then came and hid at night and watched the people, and when night came and it was dark,
the men came along with the birds and flew hither.
Now the two men who were coming along with the birds and visiting the banana plantation came from a place
named Iapatan, a land up in the air. One of their names were Jaupualu, and the name of the other one was
Kanikiniapatan.\fn{Steward of Iapatan} Now the man assembled all his courtiers and told them to come along with
him and hide in ambush in the banana plantation, so that they could identify these people.
They went in a group to the banana garden and hid in a secret place in the evening, for this was the time that
the men would come, when it was dark. Now the group hid in the place and after a little while the two flew hither
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and alighted there. This kind of person came from a land named Iapatan.
There is a story that there are three lands, their names are Iap,\fn{ Yap} Iaptu\fn{Diving Yap} and Iapatan. As for
Iapatan, its inhabitants are birds, and as for Iaptu, its inhabitants are like fish, one end human and one end fish.
But Iap is some lands that are on the sea, meaning magically potent.
Now the men ate until they were full, but they did not know that the ambush party had tied the hair of Jaupualu
to the trees. And when they were full they flew up and started to fly away, but as they flew, then the hair of the
other man was caught. He then returned to free it: and this was the time when the ambush party appeared, and
seized him, and tied him up and destroyed his wings, lest he fly away again. The crowd then took the man in their
houses to tame him, and he became tame just like a person.
Now, Kirau Mair’s daughter who was born to him, whom Ilakenmair bore unto him, married the man.
Eventually the woman became pregnant but when she was about to give birth, then Kanikiniapatan appeared to
urge Jaupualu to go participate in the ceremonies of their land.
Now Jaupualu felt bad about his wife being near the time to give birth. This is why the other man said to him,
“Don’t feel bad about this. Take your wife along with you.” But the other replied,
“But she is pregnant and her belly is large, this is what makes me feel bad.”
So they all set forth. Jaupualu took his wife and put her in his hair knot before he was to fly.
Now at that time Jaupualu was unable to fly because Kirau Mair and his crowd had broken off his wings
earlier. This is why Kanikiniapatan brought back with him some things to fly with. He could therefore fly.
The two flew downwind over the various lands. As they were flying the woman felt pain for she had begun to
give birth. And as they were flying a little blood dripped down into the eyes of the man. The man said to the
woman,
“You have broken the taboo of our ceremony which we were going to perform.”
The two then flew down low over Tanimuek to the place of one of their mothers who was named
Liauntanimuek. When they alighted on the earth the woman gave birth. Now no sooner was the child born than he
flew away and flew into a clump of giant swamp taro, and his mother kept calling for him to return for a minute
so that she might just cut off his umbilical cord.
Now the child just bent down and bit off his umbilical cord and threw it away. They then found that he was a
little boy. Now this child was wild and feared people, so they gave him the name of Aunpanman.\fn{ Watchman of
the Giant Taro Stems}
Now the couple went on their way that day, and they left word with the woman to catch and tame the child, for
they were in a hurry for their ceremony was coming to an end. They therefore went on and went to the place
where they were going. Liauntanimuek caught the child and tamed him, and the child became tame and used to
stay with the old woman. One day the woman told that child,
“You stay with the man servants for I shall go fishing.”
So the boy was staying with the man servants of Liauntanimuek every day that the woman went fishing, and
eventually the child got a little larger, and the woman made him a small spear for spearing fish. Now this was the
child’s work every day, learning how to spear fish, but the woman used to say to the child,
“If you are playing, don’t go upwind of our house, for it is sacred.”
And one day the woman was setting out to go fishing and she again instructed him in this. He should not go
upwind of this land for it was sacred, so the woman left to go fishing while the child wondered about this, and
was saying to himself,
“Why must I not go upwind of this land?”
So he went upwind of the land and he found a reef pond with many fish in it. He then came back and got his
little spear for spearing fish. He then went and picked out the best fish from among them. He then speared and hit
the eye of the fish and the fish fled with his little spear. The boy then looked after his spear and cried. He then
came to their house and cried there. The woman arrived from the sea and came and found the boy crying in the
house. She asked the boy,
“Why are you crying?” The boy replied, telling her all that he had done. The woman said,
“This is why I did not want you to go upwind of this land of ours. Probably you have killed one of Nanullap’s
fish.”\fn{Nanullap is the god of fishing and the sea}
But the woman did not know that it was Nanullap himself whom the boy had hit in his eye.
Now Nanullap became sick from his wound and all his subjects and courtiers assembled, and formed human
mats,\fn{I.e., he was lying on them, or at least on their hands, which was often done when the ruling chief was ill } for his sickness
got worse indeed. Then some medicine women departed to collect medicine. Limo and Lijara brought medicine
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for his eye, for the little spear was still in the eye of the ruler.
Now Liauntanmuek saw the women going to get the medicine and she said to the boy to follow them, and if
they collected a plant he should also collect a plant. And if he finished he should run quickly along the path to get
to the man first.
The boy then collected the medicines and ran off, running and collecting the medicines. But the women
collected their medicines and came and pounded them in the stream of Tanimuek. They pounded them on a stone,
and this stone broke in two, and is there to this day.
Limo, meaning Iomo, is a fish of the sea. Lijara, meaning Jara, is a fish of the sea. This\fn{ Jara} is the fish that
brought back a little of the blood of the boy which fell into the sea. The fish ate it. The name of the boy was
Monimur.
Now the boy found the medicines and ran to the man Nanullap where he was sick, and as he was running
toward that place, the people in the crowd saw him and scolded him saying that he should not approach the place
where the ruler was staying.
Now a married couple was serving the ruler. Their names were Maid Servant and Man Servant. Man Servant
was a man for serving, and Maid Servant was a woman for serving. The two of them interrupted the others, and
told those who were obstructing the boy to let him go for a minute.
The boy then went straight on and leapt up on the platform, went along the edge and on up to the chiefs
platform and the people shouted together,\fn{In anger at the apparent violation of the taboo forbidding commoners entry to feast
or community houses except at the ground level open front, or stepping on the beam that forms the inner edge of a side platform; however,
high-ranking men could do these things; and when he was revealed as Luk, the people were satisfied:H } but a pair of tongs which

was inserted in the thatch of the building told the crowd that this boy was Luk. He then went straight to the man
and took the little spear which was stuck in the ruler’s eye, and pulled it out and spat the medicine into the spear’s
scar. And at that very moment the pain stopped and departed. Some of the people of the crowd asked among
themselves
“What magically potent boy is that?” And the tongs again said,
“The name of this boy is Luk.”
When the man was better he arose and gave an order to all the people in the crowd to assemble and make a
feast for Luk, and all were happy. He then returned to his mother.\fn{ Actually, his mother’s mother’s sister; but the word
nono (mother) is used twice again for his grandmother’s other sister in the next few sentences, in keeping with Ponapean kinship
terminology:H}

Eventually the child became large. One day he said to his mother that he was going to visit his mother, the old
woman, who lived in Matolenim. He then went to Ilakenpeilapalap in Nanmatol.
Now when this woman saw the boy she knew him, but the boy did not know the woman. The woman asked the
boy,
“Where are you going and who are you?” And the boy replied,
“I have come to see Ilakenpeilapalap.” The woman replied,
“Here I am.” And the boy said,
“I have come from my mother Ilakentanimuek. My real grandmother is Ilakenmair.” The woman then said,
“Come then, my child.”
The two then rejoiced for they had found each other. The boy did not stay long at that place when he again left
that woman. He walked out on top of the sea, going on until he arrived at Kitoroilan.\fn{ Eaves of Heaven; see in a note
about this belief at the beginning of part one } He then rose up along with the spray of the waves, and went to Heaven, and
resided in Heaven with his family. A sister of his also lived there, whose name was Laiminpei.
He then conceived a liking for a woman who was one of those inhabitants of the Second Heaven, whose name
was Katinlan.\fn{Mistress of Heaven} These people were divine people, for they were inhabitants of the heavens.
Luk married Katinlan. One day Luk told his wife that he wanted to go back again to the earth to meet his
mother again. The woman replied,
“Yes, it is all right.” Everyone said it was all right.
The two then set forth, and climbed down the back of Heaven, and made their way under the Kitoroilan, and
came walking hither over the wide and broad sea. As they were coming along, the woman said,
“I would like to eat a ripe pandanus fruit.” The man replied,
“Such talk is bad in a place like this, for it is difficult.”
The two came along farther, and the two saw a pandanus tree standing up in the middle of the sea. It was laden
with fruit. There was not a branch without a pandanus fruit on it. The woman said to her husband,
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“There is a pandanus tree standing in front of you there. How ripe its fruit are!”
At first the man did not want to, but the woman insisted so the man stopped and pulled off a fruit from the
lowest branch. The woman rejoiced at this, and took it and carried it along with her as she came hither. And as
they were far from the pandanus tree, they looked back and saw a tremendous shark, which had appeared in back
of them, and was coming to eat them up.
Luk then picked off a large key of the pandanus fruit, and said a spell over it, and threw it at the shark. Here is
the charm for throwing at sharks:
“I started from Poneit Landing and Auntauaniap\fn{ Watchman of Yap Channel, i.e., the shark} appeared on the
horizon and konele and went quickly in front of the channel. I threw something at him and hit him. I break, break,
break the shark; break, shark, break.”
So the man threw this at the shark and immediately killed him, and he sank. The two went on their way until
they came to a small island, the name of the island being Roj,\fn{ Finished} for this was the place where the
pandanus fruit was finished. They came on in to the mainland, and they gave names to the places where they
passed. They then came back to Matolenim, and returned to Heaven.
Luk lives in Heaven, and he has many companions and many clansmates and his family and his sister
Laiminpei. This woman has supernatural powers, for they are all inhabitants of the Heaven of olden times.
Now some of his clansmen did not come near the residence of Luk. This is the point at which the clan Jaun
Luk\fn{Masters Of Luk} became different, and it was these who became known as Jaunlan.\fn{ Masters of Heaven} Luk
was staying on his land in Heaven, or in Nanpeinlan,\fn{ Altar Of Heaven} and was gazing down here and caught
sight of a woman fishing at Likinmaal.\fn{ I.e., off Mall Island} He therefore scooped her up with a scoop named
Teunlan.\fn{Scoop Of Heaven} The name of the woman was Liatijap.\fn{Woman Snatched From Land}
This woman was a beautiful woman. There was no woman who equalled her beauty. Her hair was so long and
shining and she had a person to carry her hair. This was why Luk came to want this woman, for she was indeed
beautiful. So Luk scooped up the woman and hid her in the house of his sister Laiminpei, and he would visit her
every day.
One day Katinlan came visiting that woman with whom Liatijap was hiding. It was not a simple visit for she
suspected that Luk was doing something. Now on the day that Katinlan was to appear before the two, Liatijap was
sitting in the door of the house, and she looked and saw that the trees everywhere were bending down. And she
was astonished at this and asked Laiminpei,
“Why have all the trees toppled over, and everything?” The woman replied,
“Come quickly. Hide under this bowl, for we are dead; for Luk’s wife has arrived.”
She then quickly hid from her. Katinlan appeared to Laiminpei and asked the woman,
“Don’t you have some woman in your house here?” And she replied,
“There is none, madam,” for she was afraid of Luk. The woman replied,
“Don’t hide her from me and don’t be afraid of me, for I shall do nothing to her.”
Then Laiminpei lifted up the bowl and took the woman out from undemeath it and showed her to Katinlan.
Then Katinlan said to the woman,
“Come and stand her before me.” She then said to her,
“Face away from me.” The woman then came and stood before Katinlan and faced away from her. She then cut
off her long tresses, looking at it until it was satisfactory. Katinlan then took the woman to Luk, for her to be his
wife. The two of them were co-wives for Luk. So Liatijap became a wife in the residence of Luk, becoming a
second wife. She then became pregnant and wanted to eat fish.
Now Katinlan had a fish pond in which all of the fish were counted, and the total number in the pond was with
her. Luk’s queen told Luk to take the woman there and give her one of the fish. Now Katinlan said to the other
woman,
“When you eat the fish don’t break apart the fish bones, but throw the bones back into the fish pond, for they
will again turn into a fish. Another thing, when you come back from the fish pond be careful that you walk
behind, as you come, and Luk in front, but you behind.”
Now when the two returned from the pond Luk told the woman to go ahead, but the woman did not want to
because of the promise of the two. But no, Luk was stubborn, the woman went ahead. Luk seized one of the fish
and held it in his hand behind his back. The two went on and he went and gave it as a love gift to two women. The
names of the women: one was Lipalapanlan and the other was Lipaieret. Now after the two reached the house
Katinlan asked the woman,
“Who walked behind as you came?”
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The woman replied that Luk was the one who had walked behind as they came, so the woman Katinlan set
forth to go and investigate the condition of the fish. She went and counted the fish and one of them was no longer
there. There were only nine, for in all there had been ten.
Katinlart was enraged that Luk had taken one of her fish and given it away as a love gift. She became wrathful
at this and sent for all the people of Heaven to meet with her. She poured water into a bowl and set it down before
the crowd. She said to the crowd,
“Everyone in this crowd shall come and douse his hands in this bowl.”
They were to come one by one until all the crowd had finished. They all obeyed the words of the woman that
she spoke. Now, when everyone in the crowd had dipped his hands in the water, there was no oily film from the
hands, except that there were two women in the crowd and it was they who had an oily film when they dipped
their hands. As for the names of the women, one was Lipalapanlan and the other was Lipaieret. This made them
feel very bad.
The two were beaten and shoved down out of Heaven and fell down onto this earth. The people of Heaven
were all saddened.
*
On the day that they were beaten and shoved down out of Heaven Lipalapanlan fell down on Lot, while
Lipaieret fell down on Poniaij. Now when Lipalapanlan fell on Lot she used to stay in a rock outside the
mangrove of Nantiati in the state of Matolenim, and she would requisition people at sea and devour those who
passed by that place.
Here’s how it was. If a canoe paddled by that place, she would ask of them first, “How many people are in that
canoe?” and if the people in the canoe replied, “Three” then she would say that one should get out and two should
go on by. She used to do this sort of thing all the time.
There was a man in Kapilan in the section of Paiej whose name or title was Jau-inkonpaiej. He heard reports
about this woman, how she was very beautiful and also very wild, so he decided he would go and catch her for his
wife. He then prepared some things with which to bait the woman. He prepared some grated coconut and a bundle
of large ants and a bundle of some tiny ants.
He then launched his canoe in order to set forth and go up to Lot. He then went upwind of the demon and
squeezed the grated coconut on himself and it\fn{ The odor} was wafted toward the demon. She smelled it and
crawled forth from the rock. The man then threw the bundle of large ants and the bundle of small ants and the
insects climbed up on her, and she was busy brushing them off and no longer paid attention to the person. It was
then that he was able to seize her and hold her.
The demon cried with the voice of a demon until it turned into a human voice, and at this point the man put her
in his canoe and took her away with him and made her his wife. They used to live in the section of Paiej at the end
of the state of Kiti.
The woman became pregnant and gave bitrh to a boy, and no sooner was the child born than he flew away, for
they were relatives of the people of Heaven. They gave the child the name of Kereejlan. Now the little child was
wild indeed. He used to hide here and there in the forest until he grew up and became a fine man.
But from the time he was born from his mother he used to catch the little lizards known as Limanman en jeri
and eat them. This was his favourite food, which he used to eat all the time, the little creatures Limanman en jeri.
Here’s how he would eat them. If that man, his father, was going to prepare a stone oven on a certain day, then the
boy would get ready for it and go catch some Limanman en jeri in the bush. He would then wait for the time
when the stone oven would be covered for he would wrap them up and tie to them a little string which was very
long, for he would wait for the time when the stone oven would be covered and then throw the little bundle onto
the stones of the oven, and he would also wait for the time when the oven would be uncovered. He would stay in
the forest and haul in his little bundle off of the stones of the oven and then have his meal.
Now the man did not know about this little bundle but the two would criticise the child all the time, and remark
how the child was of no use to them, and moreover did not help them, even for a short while.
One day the man again made a stone oven for their food. The man lit the fire for the oven while the boy again
prepared the small bundle of Limanman en jeri. And he waited for the stones of the oven to be covered, and he
threw the little bundle on to the stones of the oven.
The man then put hot stones over the loop of the string and it burnt up.
When the stone oven was uncovered, the boy pulled in the little bundle. He: had the string but not the bundle
for the string had burnt up and parted.
This was when the boy appeared before them and asked the two about their criticising him all the time. They
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told him how he did not help them in preparing their food. The man woke up in the morning early and went to
work in his plantations while the woman guarded the house and just stayed alone in the house. But the boy came
stealing up to the house and said,
“That side become cleared going away, and this side sprout up with food crops toward here.”
And these things all happened. Now when the woman woke up, this was when the boy’s work stopped. The
woman woke up because of the brightness of the land shining in her eyes. It woke her up. Now, when the woman
woke up there was already a large garden there.
There were very many bananas in the garden, the kind of banana named Kutut. There were many of these
which were ripe, stretching away. Now this kind of banana is famous because it was Kereejlan who brought it.
Now the boy then said to his mother.
“For what reason did you wake up so early and stop my work?”
The two then gave him his title of Jaupeiajaj.
One day the boy told his mother to let him go to the other side to meet the other woman Lipaieret and her little
boy. His mother replied,
“All right, dear, go on.”
But the mother Lipalapanlan went and got a ripe coconut and split it in half and gave half to the boy and kept
half herself. The boy then set forth. He met some people who were dancing. They failed to speak humbly to him
about their play, and the boy got angry at this and said that the dancers would be transformed into rocks. They
were then transformed into rocks, every single one of them, the dancers and the spectators as well. He then went
on from there and found another crowd who were finishing up a seine. They were fastening the floats and sinkers
to the seine. They also failed to invite him to join them. He said further as he passed them that the net should
become a stretch of wild cane, and the net turned into a stretch of wild cane. He therefore gave that place the
name of Ukalek.\fn{Wild Cane Net}
He then went on and further met some people who were making the decorations on the end-piece of a canoe, a
royal canoe. They also failed to speak humbly about it to the boy. He then spoke quietly, saying
“I wish that canoe would turn back into a tree again.” And the canoe turned back again into a living tree. Those
who were making the canoe asked among themselves,
“What is this?—that this canoe was finished and has turned back again into a living tree! Is it not that little boy
who just passed us? Probably so!”
They then chased after the boy and apologized to him in the path. The boy felt better and told them,
“All right, you go back to the canoe for it has again turned back into a canoe and is waiting for you.” They
came back and found that everything was all right again.
Then the boy went on to Mejenian.\fn{Face of the Wind} He went and enjoyed the breezes on a certain rock. He
then looked up to where his other brother was building a stone structure in a place named Jaunintin.\fn{ Not
Tattooed} He therefore went and helped the other boy to make the structure. (Some canoes came outside and saw
the place where the boys were working, then gave the place the name of “Not Tattooed” because these two boys
were not tattooed.)
The two then made their stone structure and made it higher. But a stone fell on the fingers of Jaupeiajaj and
wounded it. Blood flowed forth and he fainted from it. The other boy dragged him up on top of a rock and then
ran to notify Lipaieret.
Now Lipalapanlan brought out her half coconut which she had and it had turned red. She then said,
“My child has died.”
She then ran following her boy to Mejenian and looked upwind to Janopl and saw her son lying on a stone,
dead on the shore. She then went on up to him, and collected medicine and applied it to the hands of the boy and
revived him.
Then Lipalapanlan took her son along with her and the two went to Lipaieret. They brought along a cluster of
small coconuts. They first prepared a fire. They tore strips of coconut husk loose with their teeth, finished tearing
them off by hand, and threw them in the fire. Finally the fire became large and got hot and the smoke was very
thick and spread out.
They then held hands, all of them, and jumped into the smoke and went up with it to Heaven in their true
residence, for they were really inhabitants of Heaven.
*
There used to be a man in Nanjokala in the olden times, whose name was Jomenkapinpil, while there was
another in Yap. The two used to be rivals with each other.
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Now, in that period there was a man who had the title of Jauiap.\fn{ Master of Yap} He was the high ruler of
Downwind Yap.
Jauiap was at Yap and sent his Kutoar\fn{ Kingfisher} bird upwind to stay on Ponape. The bird came and stayed
on the Paipalap\fn{Great Rock} of Lokaj. It used to devour the inhabitants of the land as well as those of the
interior.
Now, one day it attacked some people in the plantations of Mejenian and the [tip?] of the bird’s beak sank into
the swamp below Peilapalap, and it then died. Jomenkapinpil came and took it inland to Nanjokala and they then
devoured it.
Now Jauiap became impatient of waiting for his bird which no longer appeared to him, so he deigned to send
her one of his subjects, a man with magic powers named Uarikitam to come and investigate what had happened to
the bird. He therefore set forth from Yap and brought along with him a bunch of bananas. He ate them as he came.
Finally the bunch was finished and he threw the stalk into the sea and made a reef in the sea.
He came on and arrived off Ponape. He first reached a small island which is called Pakein. He then met two
boys waiting in a channel that fish traversed. The names of the boys were Veni and Vena. They gave the man a
fish to eat raw, and they cut it in two and gave him the tail of the fish. The man then took his share and said,
“My share is small but it has nourishment, while your share is bigger but it does not have nourishment.”
The man came on into Ponape. He then went on inland to Nanjokala. He was exhausted from his sea trip and
went and lay down and slept very soundly indeed, and was aware of nothing at all because of being tired out from
his voyage on the sea.
Now Jomenkapinpil came and found him sleeping. He then started a fire and put a glowing stone into the
mouth of Varikitam. He writhed about and a boulder tumbled down from the mountain and he fell under it and
died. And this is what forms the foundation of the land Kamar to this day.
Now Jauiap came up after his subject Uarikitam. He carried on his shoulder an adz named Jilaniap.\fn{ Adze of
Yap} He then went inland to meet Jomenkapinpil. He then went and met him and the two were conversing, but as
they were conversing, Jomenkapinpil laid a hard clod of earth on a leaf and wrapped it up and gave the bundle to
Jauiap. The man unloosed the bundle and it was transformed, becoming a Kutoar bird. This was the kind of
Kutoar whose skin is dirtier than the other kind.
Now Jauiap kicked his toe against the cut part of a kava root. They then split open the root with the adz of Yap.
They then pounded it up and consumed it. Jauiap then returned to his residence in Downwind Yap.
*
As for the story of the kava plant in Ponape, in the beginning there was a man in Upwind Uanik in the section
of Mallanut who was named Uitannar. He was a member of the Tipuilap.\fn{ Great Clan} He was a master prayer.
He used to pray to Luk, the god of the Luk Clan.
This man was a very old man. He was no longer able to walk about for he was blind.
Now when he was a young man he had planted a coconut tree. This coconut tree he planted and dedicated to
Luk, and when it bore fruit the man kept collecting the coconuts at the base of the tree all the time. It made no
difference if they sprouted, he would just keep piling them up always. Eventually he became an old man and went
blind and the coconuts of that palm tree became offerings to the god, for he had offered them to Luk. This was
why Luk appeared to him when he was old.
Now Uitannar used always to lie on his mat, for he was an old man. Now one day he was lying on his mat and
he heard what seemed to be a person stepping on his taboo place,\fn{ I.e., where he had piled the coconuts under the tree }
for he used to make offerings to Luk. He then asked his identity, saying,
“Are you man or god?” Luk replied,
“I am Luk. You are to come with me.” Uitannar replied,
“I am an old man and can no longer see things and can no longer walk about, for I am weak.” But Luk called
to him a second time, saying to him,
“Stretch out your hand to me that I may get you.” He then stretched out his hand to Luk, and Luk then took it
and helped the man stand up. And when his hand touched Luk’s hand he became strong and could see things. Luk
then took the man with him and they went and got a banana skin of the variety Karat, and made a canoe of it and
rode in it to Matolenim.
They then paddled upwind off Alokap. They took out their Kauraap\fn{ A mixture of tumeric and grated coconut} and
anointed themselves with it. They then threw away the squeezings in the sea in a certain pool. Some fish came and
ate up the squeezings. They then gave these fish the name of Arinij. This is what they are named to this day.
The two then went on to Kinakap and spent the night on the shore, and then walked on up to Animuan, and
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then the two went on out to Na. They walked on out to the south of Na. The two then went on until they got to a
place named Pejiko. They then met a married couple there, Jau-nok and Kat-nok.
The woman was preparing a likpuake. This is an ornament for a man’s breast. The woman then conceived a
liking for Luk and gave away the likpuake as a love gift, giving it to Luk. Luk repaid her with skin from the man’s
heel, and told the woman to take it and bury it in the earth for it would sprout and form a plant. Supposedly if
people would drink its juice, they would become intoxicated with it and it would change their life.
The two then walked on further to another place and found a dead person whom they were going to bury. Luk
said to them,
“You people bury this person carefully for it will sprout and make a plant, and you shall give it the name of
sugarcane, and it will be named “Southern Sugarcane”. The man now went back. Luk took Uitannar back to his
original home in Uanik, in the section of Mallanut.
Various people used to watch and be amazed at how the rats would go and eat at the base of the clump of that
plant, and how, after they had eaten the plant they would get weak as if they were sick from it. They were no
longer able to run about, but would simply crawl about on the ground and go over to the place where the clump of
sugarcane was, and also eat some of it, and then go to sleep, and that was that.
Now the people of the land tried eating some of the roots of the plant, and all those who tried it became
intoxicated from it. They therefore named the plant “intoxication”, because people ate it and became lightheaded
from it. And they also tried eating the sugarcane and they found it likewise delicious because it was sweet.
The people of Heaven were in Heaven and were looking down on the earth, and they saw how the people of
that land would consume the kava and would become intoxicated from it. Accordingly one day two of them
descended to investigate what the plant was like. They descended to Pejiko to ascertain the nature of kava. The
two of them stole a cutting of kava. They took it up to Heaven and they gave it to Nanitenlan\fn{ Lord of the Eels of
Heaven} and to Nanitenpatanlan.\fn{Lord of the Eels of Patanlan} The two of them took it and planted it in Tiuienlan,
\fn{Garden Plot of Heaven} a garden plot which was in Patanlan. The two planted it on that day and had a feast with it
on the same day.
When the kava was dug up, it was a very big kava plant. The kava was split on that very day. When they were
pounding it on that day, a joint of kava bounced out as they prepared the kava and fell down on Mallanut, at
Uitannar’s place, and sprouted there.
This was the beginning of the kava plant multiplying in Ponape. Now here are the names of the women who
took the kava up to Heaven: Liteme and Litopra.
*
For a long time after the beginning of antiquity people multiplied in Ponape and became more numerous, but
they were poor and there were no differences in rank for they had no ceremonies. Now there was one man who
was related to the people of the canoes which came later. He was a descendant of theirs. He held the title of Jaom
en Muajanap.\fn{Master of the Oven of Muajangap } He was in charge of them at that time. He was the man who started
a ceremony to the high god entitled Taukatau.\fn{One of the major gods of Ponape, often defined as the god of rain, sometimes
as the god of thunder; and at times identified with the god Nanjapue } This was their high god.
He was the first person who was a diviner in Ponape, for his god used to assist him to think of everything.
Jaom’s residence was in the section of Jalapuk at Muajanap.
Jaom prophesied that a flood of water would come one day and would inundate all of Ponape some day soon.
He therefore prepared a bowl which was very large, and also braided a rope which was 800 spans long. These
things were prepared before the flood.
Now, when the flood began, at first a great rain fell, and after several days, a strong wind blew on the land. It
increased and eventually became a great typhoon, and the water rose and eventually increased, and eventually
inundated Ponape.
Now Jaom prepared well, for it was the bowl by which he and his family escaped dying in the flood. When the
water first rose Jaom and his wife and children got into the bowl and they anchored it with the rope. Now it was
not all the inhabitants of Ponape who died from this flood, only the ones on the shore, but not the ones in the
mountains.
For at all times Jaom kept hold of the rope. He would let it out as the water increased, and at 100 spans the
water stopped and [no] longer rose, and as it became shallow they climbed out and resumed their work just as
before.
This one flood of ancient times was before the canoes came from Downwind Katau.\fn{ Presumably before the last
voyage referred to in part one, when Ponape was visited by a canoe from Kataupaiti (Downwind Katau) }
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*
There was a man who lived in the section of Pantakaipuetepuet,\fn{ Under the White Rock} a section in Japalap in
Matolenim. This was a man of magic powers. The house in which he lived is still there to this day. This section is
in the mountains on the border of the territories of Matolenim and Net and Uanik.
This man was a sick man and also a poor man. It is said that if some travellers came to his place he would give
them a feast and make a stone oven. His companions would ignite it and bring leaf covering but there would be no
food contents to put in the oven.
And when the stones were spread out, one of his comrades would lie down in the stone oven, and they would
cover him over. When it was cooked they would open up the oven, and the person did not die, he was still alive
but the stone oven was full of all kinds of food and there was also meat and fish for the food of the stone oven.
There were many who imitated him and did not succeed.
There was a man who used to stay at Lonen Kiti in the loon of the state of Kiti in the section of Tiati at Jamaki
Peak. In Chapter 5, the sixth voyage was the voyage that came up here from Downwind Katau. Lienpuel’s two
daughters who came up here from Japani.\fn{ In the first part of the narrative reproduced here, which Luelen apparently forgot to
include there but remembered to add at this point}
*
A certain couple came from Uone and came to the state of Kiti, the section of Lauatik, to Jau-Makaniro\fn
{Master of the Banana Plantation of Iro} in a place named Iro.
One day rain fell from Heaven—it was a very rainy day—which caused a great flood, which flowed out at a
very low tides over the mud of Jaumuarapaiei and Jaumuarapailon. Two women went fishing to catch fish in the
flood. Their names were Liuetinpar and Luetiniro.
As they were fishing a Jiok bird flew over them and threw down a little stone. The two then took the stone as
their own. They then came in from fishing carrying along the little stone. The people of the place gazed at it and
gave it to the couple who had come from Uone. The two then set forth carrying their little stone along with them.
The two then went on and eventually came to a place named Pankipar.\fn{ Under the Pandanus Tree} The little
stone then split in two and a small freshwater eel came forth from inside it. They then carried it along as their pet
and put it in some water which there was at Paatol\fn{ Under the Mountain} so that it might reside in Paatol in the
section of Panaij\fn{Under the Parinarium Tree } at Malanluk-pailon.\fn{The Barrens of Luk Facing In } The two used to
feed it there.
Finally it grew up and burrowed out a hole for itself in the water, from the water going underneath their house
and extending to the hearth of the house. It then used to look at its mother and father at all times, day and night.
One evening the couple decided that they would eat up the eel. Now their decision was settled, but they did not
know that it had heard about their decision. One evening they looked at the door of the house and saw it coming at
them with open mouth for it was going to eat them up.
They then leaped out of the house and ran into the forest, and the eel pursued them. They went on running and
eventually reached a place named Takaitinitin.\fn{ Dripping Rock} Here is the meaning of this: they got to a rock and
hid under the rock shelter.
The two hid there and believed that they were safely protected by the rock. Then some dripping water fell on
them and they looked up and saw the mouth of the creature which had split the rock in two. It then devoured its
mother and father.
It then went along the mountain and went down into Nanmair. It then met Kirau Mair and his companions.
They had made a stone oven of royal food to take to the Lord of Teleur at Pankatira. The man was being carried in
a litter.
When Kirau Mair saw it he told them to put down the litter. The man then put on its head his garland of
Cyrtosperma flowers. The fish asked the man,
“Where are you going?” The man replied,
“This ovenful of royal food is going to the Lord of Teleur at Pankatira.” The eel said,
“If you go there and they tell you to stay overnight then you say that your vessel of Parinarium oil is on the
fire.”\fn{An expression which signifies that one is very busy and provides an excuse to get away }
Eventually the man returned and found the fish waiting for him still. The two then proceeded to the man’s
residence and she became the man’s lady. The man presented her with a house and mat and so forth. The creature
hated to stay in the house or on the mat. The man then presented her with a stretch of boulders to reside in, and
this was the place which she liked.
The creature then became pregnant unto Kirau Mair. One day she went fishing, going by way of Kiti. She went
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fishing for the speedy Palapal fish. She then pointed herself directly at Ananjaip, the path of the speedy fish. She
went there and two boys were waiting at a fish channel named Ananjaip. She said to the two of them that she
would wait instead.
She then stretched out along the bottom of the channel and opened her mouth up toward the channel. The fish
formed into groups and came into the mouth of the eel and she swallowed them, and a wave went along with each
group of them until her belly was full.
She then went back and went up on land. She went on following the Kiti river. She went and met a man who
was fishing for eels to eat in the river near Mant. The name of the man was Kiraumant. She was then afraid of this
and hurried to the bank\fn{Of the river} and made the hole of Lipuantiak.\fn{Footprint} Her belly was in a turmoil at
this, for she feared the man.
She then gave birth to a daughter there, her eldest child. Before she gave birth she proceeded on to Kirau
Mair’s place. This was where she had her eldest child.
And when she arrived there they brought leaves for the place. The eel then vomited forth the fish, and she said
that they should eat the fish and not think it was disgusting.
This woman was the beginning of the subclan of Lajialap\fn{ Great Eel Clan} which is named Jaunlipuantiak\fn
{Masters Of The Trace Of The Footprint } and there are many other subclans which she made, and the toon tree is related
to her children. These are the Lajieton\fn{The Tong-Tree Eels} and she also made the kotop palm, and the Lajiekotop.\fn{The Kotop-Palm Eels}
She then went to Matolenim, in the section of Letau, and made her home in the channel of Letau River. She
would then ration the people in the canoes in the channel. The various parts of Japalap no longer had inhabitants
because the eel devoured those who paddled in the channel. And her tail devoured those who walked along the
road on land.
Now there was one man named Naaritin in Japalap who made a canoe to lure the fish out of the channel. It had
no people in it. He put trumpet shells and coconut shell water-bottles on it, things which the wind would cause to
sound on striking, and he also put a sail on it so that it might move. This canoe was named Uaramaipual.
Now the man sent the boat out in the channel. The eel spoke to it,
“How many people in the canoe?” There were none to reply, so she called again,
“How many people in that canoe?” There were none who replied.
The creature followed the canoe out. She had some children. She kept calling after the canoe and going out
until she went beyond the small islands, and eventually got to Kusaie. She gave birth there and again came back
here to Ponape. It is she who forms the foundation for the land of Net.\fn{ I.e., her corpse turned into the rocks under the
State of Net. This and the following chapter are the most important parts of the origin myth of the Lajialap or Great Eel Clan. The total
cycle involves at least three generations of eels, of which the last gives birth to the human ancestresses of the Lajialap Clan }

*
Muajenlan\\fn{Worm of Heaven} was a freshwater eel who had as his sweetheart a girl named Lienpeilan. The
names of her mother and father were Jau-niue and Kat-niue. The two found the creature making love with the girl.
They then agreed with the girl that they would devour it. The creature then suspected that they would kill him and
eat him, and he said to the girl:
“If you have decided that you are going to eat me up, you take the head as your share so that you may bury the
bones of my head.”
The girl then buried the bones of the head of the fish, which was hers to eat, in the earth. It sprouted and turned
into the mainue variety of breadfruit tree. The short banana (Yap banana) is not too correct. The utmuaj banana is
the right one.\fn{A note reads: This is an earlier part of the Great Eel Clan totemic myth, the female eel in the preceding chapter being
a descendant of Muajenlan. From this point on, there are stories of the defeat of the native dynasty of Ponape by enemies from without and
within; and it seems a good place to conclude this section of the Book of Luelen:H}
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108.13 The Overgrown Boy 2. Rei And The Eel 3. Ugly Lokhseil 4. The Ogre Tricked With Banana Trunks 5. The
Woman Killed By The Rainbow 6. The Magical Earth Oven: Six Folktales\fn{told by Feluechokh (c.1927- )}
Mogmog Island, Ulithi Atoll, Yap State, Micronesia (F) 4
1
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There was a woman living on Mangejang\fn{ Mangejang Island or Islet, Ulithi Atoll, one of thirty-five such islands, viz:
Sorenleng, Lam, Elemat, Piras, Eleute, Ialel Paling, Yareruwachichi, Potangeras, Horaizon, Delesag (Talaithakah), Malotel, Mogmog,
Sorlen, Yogoroporapu, Eoet, Asor, Falalop, Beget, Mos, Pogel, Song, Pigelelel, Elipig, Rorogawappu, Songetigech, Mangejang, Lolang,
Fassarai, Lossau, Feitabul, Furaza, Pugelug, Eau, Ealil, and Pig .} She had a child, a boy. He grew very, very fast and soon
was a youth. He lived all the time in the men’s clubhouse. Once some children came to the clubhouse and
shouted,
“Turugapei!”\fn{To indicate that a canoe is arriving from some other island.}
He looked to see if there were a canoe, but there was none, so he beat them.
He grew some more and became a very large youth. When he was in the clubhouse, if men made jokes or
laughed, or children played about and hollered, he would kill them. Everyone feared him.
A man from Ifaluk\fn{Ifaluk Atoll, in Micronesia, east-south-east of Ulithi Atoll. } lived with the people on Mangejang.
The people collected some valuables and gave them to this man from Ifaluk for him to think of some way to stop
the big youth from killing people. He performed magic against him, and after he was through, when the big youth
got up the next day it was around eight o’clock. The day after that he got up still later in the morning, and the
following day even later. Then he finally did not get up until afternoon. The man from Ifaluk told the people of
Mangejang,
“If you want to kill him you had better do it now while he is drowsy.”
The next morning they came and took some of his hair—he had long hair—and tied it to a post in the
clubhouse. Then they started to beat the boy. He tried to get up but could do nothing because his hair was tied to
the post. He died.
They took and threw him into the water. His head pointed back to the island and his legs toward the sea. They
came back to the village and told his mother that they had killed the boy, and his mother replied,
“It is all right because we were afraid of him.”
The boy became a big reef, and whenever people come from some other island near Mangejang they first go to
the reef and say,
“Tor kaptal wai!”\fn{“My canoe has no news.”}
2
Yol and Yath lived on Mogmog and they had a daughter named Rei. She used to go and play on the beach.
One day she found a red coral, halebwakh, and took it home. She put it in a coconut shell and put some water
in the shell, and would go out and collect food for the coral. The coral grew bigger and bigger and soon did not
have enough room inside the coconut shell, so she took the coral and placed it in a tapi lu wol, or large wooden
turtle-flesh dish, where she would feed it.
Her mother and father told her that she had better throw away the coral because it was a kind of spirit. She did
not obey them and continued to feed the coral. One day she came to see the coral and the “rock” had become an
eel. The eel said,
“Take me and throw me into the sea because your parents are angry at me.” She replied,
“No, I will not throw you into the sea.” The eel said to her,
“You had better throw me into the sea. I am sorry to leave you here but I do not want your parents to be angry
with me.”
She did what the eel said. She took the eel and put it under a coral slab of the reef. The eel told her to leave and
to come back to see him after the next day had passed. On the morning of the day that she had promised to come
to see him, she went there and the eel said to her,
“Go to the end of the island and look and see what is there, then come back and tell me.”
She went there and saw many large dangerous animals, so she went back and told the eel that she had gone
there and that there were many dangerous animals. The eel said to her,
“In three days come to meet me at that place and I will be there.”
When the day for the meeting arrived she walked along the shore to the end of the island. When she got there
the eel was lying on the beach and said to her,
“Come here, I wish to talk to you,”
She went to him and he told her to look and see what happened. When she looked she saw many nice houses, a
very clean place. The eel told her to come and he would give her some clothes to wear. He gave her some clothes
and told her that the next day she should get her father and mother and bring them to this house and they should
live there.
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“Tomorrow wait for someone to come and get you. You will wait for them and they will take you to a chief
called Makhalai, chief of an island.”
That day some people came and took her to an island, and they had a paper without any writing on it and some
money. They went to see the chief. She asked Makhalai, “Who are you?” and he said,
“I am chief of this island and my name is Makhalai.” He asked her her name and she replied,
“Rei.” She asked him if he were sure that he was a chief, and he said,
“Yes.” She asked him to show what he had, and he showed her a loincloth of the kind made on Satawal. She
took the money she had and the paper and showed it to the chief. He told her that he now had lost to her because
she had more than he, and that he would go to work for her. He went with her back to her island and lived with the
girl in her house and worked for her.
One day the eel came to see her and told her that sometime she should ask the man if he were really a chief. If
he were to say that he was, she should take a gun and shoot upwards to see if he were frightened or not. She took
the gun and asked the man if he were a chief and he answered,
“No, I am not a chief. I am going to stay and work for you.”
3
There was a woman by the name of Lokhseiel.
Every day when she awoke she would take a rake and clean up outside her house. She lived just behind the
metalefal and used to do her chores that way at each crack of dawn. The men from the clubhouse who used to
sleep there were talking about her one morning and asked why at every sunrise the woman made noise there.
“She is a bad woman and she is ugly. She has only two hairs on her head.”
The son of the chief heard what the men said about her and he felt sorry for her, so he went to her house. The
woman told him that he had better leave her house because she was a poor and ugly woman and did not want the
son of a chief to be staying with her; but he insisted that he wanted to stay. He brought some coconuts for her. He
asked if they might marry. They got married and lived together,
One night she told him to go see his father and mother, and said that she herself was going somewhere and
would return. She did not tell him where she was going.
He went to his father and mother, and she walked to her parents. When she reached there she got some bananas
and yams and other food from her parents.
When the man returned he took the woman to his father and mother.
She told him that they were now married but that they could not sleep together because she was an ugly
woman and he would be repelled, and that he should sleep in the men’s clubhouse.
So this is what they did every night.
The women of the island knew that the son of the chief had married her and they were jealous. One night they
came and took her and threw her into the sea. The next morning when he came from the clubhouse to see her, she
was not at home.
He looked all over for her but never found her,
4
There were Yol and Yath and they lived here in this village. They had two children, girls, whom they told not
to go play at the end of the island because there was a spirit living on Potangeras islet.
One day they left their house and ran away from their father and mother. They went to the reef so they could
play on Potangeras. They walked all the way to Potangeras on the reef.
When they got there a legaselep or man-eating spirit saw them and told them to come with him and they would
have some food. When they were through eating, the legaselep told them to go ahead and take a rest and sleep
while he went to look for some food for them.
But he told them a lie. He went and made an um, or earth oven.
A woman came from the ashes of the fireplace while the girls were sleeping and awakened them, saying that
the legaselep would come and kill them. Her name was Tibwöl.
The two girls asked her what they should do. She told them to go out, cut down two banana trunks, cover them
with their grass skirts, put them on his sleeping mat, and run away. They went out, took the banana trunks, put
their grass skirts on them, and placed them on his mats, which they covered with his blanket. They headed for
Mogmog.
The legaselep came back and his earth oven was now ready to put the girls in. He took the tanana trunks and
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put them in the oven. When he thought that the trunks were ready he went there and took the trunks to his house
and ate them. The woman, Tibwöl, watched him eating, and while he was eating he saw the woman and sang this
to her:
Thulal metharar hochai-io.
I have eaten some strange food.

She answered him:
Tirtire mo hochocho.
That was banana you ate.

He started to eat another trunk and then realized that it was not a person. He said to Tibwöl,
“Did you cause those two girls to go away from here?”
She said, “I did not,” and he answered,
“You did.” She said,
“Yes, I did make them go away to Mogmog.”
He went into his house and took a bracelet made from a trochus shell. He pursued the girls and when he saw
them they had almost reached the island. He chased after them and when he got close he called them to come
back. They said to him,
“No, we will not come back because we are going to Mogmog.” Then he sang:
Mei hasi lakhelakhem.
Come and get this bracelet.

They answered:
Ite wai Iakhelakhhe
Bwo silei mo tomai
Rekha lakhelakhe iai.
I do not want the bracelet
Becase my mother and father
Already have given me a bracelet.

The legaselep answered:
Bwai i thu pechere ngasi lakhelakher?
Your nose has yaws, and yet they gave you a bracelet?

When they got here the girls started to run and they ran to their home and told Yol that the spirit was chasing
after them.
Yol took his spear and went to the end of the island and killed the spirit.
5
There were a man and a woman, and they were married. They were from the Lul le eawachich.\fn{The smaller
had a daughter.
The daughter married a Fasilus man.\fn{ The larger and superior half of Mogmog, called the Lul le paling.} He took her
and they lived together on Mogmog.
Men on Mogmog used to have trysts with her, and when he found out he was angry. He took his wife and they
left Mogmog to go to Lossau Island. After living there a while they went to Pig Islet\fn{ The very southernmost island in
Ulithi Atoll, about 20 miles as the crow flies from Mogmog, the most northernly of the atoll’s islands (or islets). } and made a house
for themselves and lived in it. One day she said to him,
“Go catch some fish, for I would like to eat fish.”
He went to the reef and fished there, while his wife watched him from the beach under some coconut trees. In
those days people did not have such materials for fishing as iron hooks and glass, so he took a branch of a
half of Mogmog.} They
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hangi\fn{Pemphis acidula.} and used it for a spear.
While he was fishing he looked back to the island and saw a rainbow descend to the place where the woman
was. The woman thought that it was a spirit. The rainbow took the woman’s soul away from her. The man
wondered, when he looked toward the island, why the rainbow had come down at that place, so he went to see
what had happened.
When he arrived his wife was dead. He felt bad and cried. He rode back to Lossau in a canoe, and told the
people of the island that the daughter of the chief was dead. He said that they should take garments and other
valuables to Thohoiur\fn{A reef near Pig.} and drop them there, saying,
“I think a spirit there killed the woman.” The people of Lossau said to him,
“It is better that we speak to Marespa first and see what he says.” He replied,
“Never mind. Let us go and drop these things there because I am afraid, afraid because the chiefs daughter is
dead.”
They dropped the things on Thohoiur and went back and told Marespa what had happened. A spirit came on
Marespa. Marespa told them that they could not make her alive again because the spirit from Thohoiur was the
one who had killed the woman. Marespa then told them to go tell the people on Mogmog that they could not
restore her soul to her body because the spirit of Thohoiur had hidden it.
6
A man and a woman. They were married. They lived on Faraulep.\fn{ Faraulep Atoll, Micronesia, east and slightly south
of Ulithi Atoll.}

Once there was a typhoon and the people did not have enough food and they assembled at the council house.
The man and his wife had four children. They chased away the oldest from them, saying that they did not have
enough food.
She went away and made a new house for herself just in back of the council house, and had a child.
Once she went walking on the reef at low tide to catch fish. She caught some fish and brought them to her
house and ate all of them. She then found some old coconuts on the beach, and this was very good because there
were very few of them on the island.
One day she went at low tide to catch fish on the reef and tried to get some hathekh, and one of her sisters saw
her and ran toward her so she could watch her. She helped her to catch fish, and they caught a hathekh. She
followed her to her house and lived with her. The new girl, too, had been chased away in the same way by her
father and mother. They ate the fish and lived together in that house. The girl who owned the house said one day
to her sister,
“Go make some fire so we can broil fish.”
She went and started making a fire. The girl who was the owner of the house knew a good deal about magic,
having learned it from her father. They made an earth oven, covering the fire with leaves and dirt. The older girl
said,
“Go and get my baby. We are going to put her on the fire and cover her with leaves and dirt.”
They left the baby there, and waited inside the house for it to be cooked, but when they got to the house the
child was there! The older girl told the other,
“Let us go to see our fire.” When they got there and took off all the leaves and stones, there were many fish
inside the earth oven. They ate the fish.
The people in the men’s clubhouse saw them eating the fish and came to ask if they could have some for
themselves, and the girl’s sister said to them, “Leave her fish alone because we know how to make lots of fish.”
The sisters tried to make another earth oven for the people in the men’s clubhouse, and the people helped them
by digging a hole and bringing stones and leaves from trees.
One of the other children of the wife and husband\fn{ The parents of the two girls.} had a child. When the stones
were hot they took this child and put her inside the earth oven, and after covering her with leaves and dirt waited
for her to be ready. Then they went to see the oven. When they got there they took off the leaves and dirt, but
when they looked inside the oven the baby was dead and there were no fish inside.
The people in the men’s clubhouse were angry with her and took her to the end of the island and killed her.
Maps displaying the extent of the city of Nan Madol—the ceremonial and political seat of the Saudeleur
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Dynasty, which united Pohnpei's estimated 25,000 people over a period of some 500 years until about 1628
—and an accompanying underwater photograph of a sunken stairway, part of the underwater ruins,
constructed in a lagoon, consisting of a series of small artificial islands linked by a network of canals.
*
(Ponupei is one of the four component states of the Federated States of Micronesia.)
*
The site core with its stone walls encloses an area approximately 1.5 km long by 0.5 km wide and it contains
nearly 100 artificial islets—stone and coral fill platforms—bordered by tidal canals.
*
The stone structures now found began to be built between 1180-1200 AD and 1628, when the Saudeleur
Dynasty was overthrown.
*
Below is a map of the Nan Madol lagoon form of the city as it was at its greatest extent, just prior to the
overthrow of the dynasty that created it.
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Reconstructions of the city on two of the islands
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These men are Tinirau Arona (b.1989) and Keith Lulia (b.1987) in their Niu warrior attire for the Niu
Warrior Exhibition of 2011. They are National Rugby League stars for the Cook Islands; but nobody
should think they are exceptionally powerful (beyond the obvious advantages to be gained by modern diet
and weight training) in comparison with real Polynesian warriors of the past. Large armies of powerful
soldiers are required in order to maintain or defeat territorial control—a tradition illustrated with the
following portraits.

Prince Giolo of Hawaii, drawn by John Savage in 1692.
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A Hawaiian dancing warrior, drawn by James Cook in 1784

A Mundurukú warrior by Johann and Carl Spix ca.1817
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Ooro, one of the Principal Officers of Kamehameha, drawn by Jacques Arago in 1819

Anihenehoh, one of the First Officers of Kamehameha, drawn by Jacques Arago in 1819
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Hawaiian warriors dancing, drawn from the life by Louis Choris between 1815-1818, when he was 22.

Drawing of a tattooed chief of the Kingsmill Group, southern Gilbert Islands, ca. 1840.
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Two Kalinga warriors photographed in Subuagan ca. 1905
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Mountain warriors of the Igorot peoples (which included the Bontoc, Ibaloi, Isneg (or Apayao), Kalinga,
and Kankanaey), photographer unknown, ca. 1905
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Albert Ernest Jenks In his book The Bontoc Igorot (1905) Albert Jenks includes the following description of Igorot warriors in
battle.
*
Men go to war armed with a wooden shield, a steel battle ax and one to three steel or wooden spear. It is a man’s agility and skill in
keeping his shield between himself and his enemy that preserves his life. Their battles are full of quick and incessant springing
motion. There are sudden rushes and retreats. Sneaking flank movement to cut the enemy off.
The body is always in hand, always in motion, that it may respond instantly to every necessity. Spears are thrown with greatest
accuracy and fatality up to thirty feet. And after the spears are discharged, the contest if continued is at arms length with the battle
axe. In such warfare no attitude or position can be maintained except in the shortest
possible time.
Rocks are often thrown in battle and not infrequently a man's leg is broken or he is knocked senseless by the rock. Whereupon he
loses his head to the enemy unless immediately assisted by his friends.

Bakidan, a Kalinga warrior chief photographed by Dean Worcester in 1914; below, a group of Kalinga
warriors, about the same year
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The tradition continues: with Lakay Ollasic was a Kalinga warrior (mengor) who fought against the
Japanese during WWII. He is shown here, even in old age a powerful man, and with his friends before they
went to battle with the Japanese. Below: part of the Niu Warrior Exhibition of 2011.
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Two churches in Kolonia, Pohnpei State, The Federated States of Micronesia
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The Cathedral of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, Weno, Chuuk State, The Federated States of Micronesia

The church of Machew Parish, Fefen Municipality, Chuuk State, Federated States of Micronesia
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The Church of St. Joseph, Yap State, Federated States of Micronesia: two views
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A church in Lelu, Kosrae State, Federated States of Micronesia: two views
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